Fujifilm X-T30
Digital Camera
Body Only Black
Pairing impressive imaging capabilities with an
especially compact design, the black FUJIFILM X-T30
is a versatile mirrorless camera distinguished by
advanced stills and video recording along with sleek
and intuitive handling characteristics. Key Features
26.1MP APS-C X-Trans BSI CMOS 4 Sensor and XProcessor 4 Sharing a sensor with the professionaloriented X-T3, the X-T30 features an APS-C-format
26.1MP X-Trans CMOS 4 sensor, which has a backilluminated design to afford smooth tonal rendering,
Versus conventional pixel patterns, the X-Trans design
more closely mimics the organic nature of film in order
to produce nuanced colors and tonal transitions, while
also reducing moiré and aliasing. UHD and DCI 4K
Video Recording More than a stills camera, the X-T30
offers an enticing array of video capabilities, including
internal UHD 4K30 video recording at up to 200 Mb/s
and simultaneous external and internal recording is
possible. DCI 4K30 and Full HD 1080p120 recording is
also possible, and video files can be saved using either
MPEG-4 AVC/H.264 or HEVC/H.265 compressions,
and 4K. Body Design A bright and clear means for eyelevel viewing, a 2.36m-dot OLED electronic viewfinder
offers a 0.62x magnification with a fast refresh rate,
wide viewing angle, and adjustable diopter settings. The
viewfinder remains blackout free while shooting up to
the top 30 fps shooting rate, and a unique Sports Finder
Mode can also be employed, which highlights a 16.6MP
crop area of the sensor in order to allow you to see
outside of the image frame. Film Simulation and Grain
Effect Modes Taking advantage of FUJIFILM's vast
history in traditional film-based photography, the X-T30

integrates several Film Simulation modes. These
modes mimic the look and feel of some of FUJIFILM's
classic film types, including Eterna, which copies the
look of cinematic film with understated colors and richer
shadow tones; XF 18-55mm f/2.8-4 R LM OIS Lens
Bundled with the camera body is a versatile zoom that
covers many different scenarios. The XF 18-55mm
f/2.8-4 R LM OIS lens features a 27-84mm equivalent
focal length that covers wide angle to telephoto
perspectives with ease. The f/2.8-4 maximum aperture
range ensures both speed and compactness in terms of
design and it features three aspherical and one extra
low dispersion element for combating aberrations.
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